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Biotechnology and food science have pioneered the notion of cultured meat.
Conventional meat production face issues related to butchering, dietary
inadequacy, foodborne disease, and the emanation of methane, which cultured
meat evades while promising the texture and feel of real meat. Mass pro-
duction techniques for plant-based meat analogs have been developed, whose
products have hit the market. In vitro production on scaffolding and self-
organizing techniques have manufactured small-scale meat products offering
tunable nutrition, although more specialized contrivances are needed to build
a cultured meat framework on a large scale. Prospective techniques like 3D/
4D bio-printing, biophotonics, and cloning are current research subjects.
Cultured meat needs to overcome societal and regulatory hurdles prior to
commercialization, and, in any event, is a long-term necessity for humankind,
although the high production cost and affirmation among people is the prin-
cipal impediment.

INTRODUCTION

The world’s population of around 7.9 billion has
nearly doubled over the past 50 years, with the
number rapidly increasing every day.1,2 People
depend upon resources: natural, man-made, or
capital, for their livelihood and wellbeing. As the
population rises, natural resources deplete more
quickly, and, although renewable schemes exist,
food scarcity remains one of the most challenging
subjects.

Unlike vegetation, which can be reproduced and
used to develop man-made hybrids, meat production
relies on butchery, which concerns us all, as animals
play an essential role in the ecosystem. The devel-
opment of artificial meat may be the best substitute
and a renewable form of meat production feasible in
the future. People would be delighted to continue
consuming meat without the undercurrent of fear or
guilt.

Goldfish and lamb were the first successfully
cultured meats,3 and various meat substitutes have
since been cultured using suitable technologies.4–6

The world witnessed the first-ever laboratory-grown
beef burger in 2013; although palatable, its produc-
tion cost over US$330,000.7

Consuming red meat is associated with colorectal
cancer, cardiac arrest, cardiovascular illness, and
diabetes,8,9 due to specific components. These can be
excluded or induced at lower concentrations, while
those serving health benefits can be included10 in
artificial meat products. Such products would also
be unexposed to pesticides and bacteria, due to the
controlled conditions in which they are
manufactured.11,12

This review describes the current state of artifi-
cial meat, its tested methodologies, critics, and
challenges, and the future of this revolutionary
technology.

PRESENT SCENARIO/GLOBAL OUTLOOK

Global meat consumption could double by 2050
due to the growing population.13 However, there is a
maximum to conventional meat production beyond(Received December 23, 2021; accepted April 18, 2022;
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which there would be high demand without any
sources.14 Such a situation will increase prices and
worsen the global distribution of food.

Artificial meat has assets and barriers that affect
its outlook: products need to be large scale, reach
out to a large audience, and produce a turnover and,
subsequently, profit. Also, consumers are most
likely to purchase novel products resembling exist-
ing ones without much change in their utilization
experience15; only then will it compete with the
established!

Plant-based meat alternatives are accessible in
the market and have surpassed the only barrier,
i.e., consumer acceptability, as people are credulous
toward plant-based products.16 However, they
account only for a small portion of the total mar-
ket17 because of negative stigmas attributed to their
taste and texture.18 Although these products are
serious alternatives, they are not currently deemed
so by non-vegans.16,17

The development of cultured meat is formative,
and will take at least 10 years before being com-
mercially available.19 Its development necessitates
substantial commitment and investment from the
government and industry, as new manufacturing
facilities with several untested technologies would
be required. Although it presents a significant risk
for investors, consumers are showing interest in the
product becoming available.20

The cloning process has been marketed and is
available to companies.21 However, the procedure is
costly and will probably see lower success than
other artificial meat forms.22 Table I describes
conventional and artificial meat production.23,24

CLASSIFICATION OF ARTIFICIAL MEAT

Artificial meat is a broad term that encompasses
three main types of meat replacements: meat alter-
natives derived from plant extracts and fungi;
cultured (or laboratory-grown or synthetic meat)
produced in vitro through tissue engineering or

derived from genetically modified organisms and
cloned animals through genetic engineering. Fig-
ure 1 depicts such a classification.

Fermentation-based meat substitutes (vegan
meat) use non-animal proteins obtained from plants
and fungi.25 For example, soya meals offer high
nutritional content, texture, and flavor similar to
regular meat. Quorn (manufactured from fungal
protein) offers burgers, steak, and sliced meat
alternatives free of cholesterol and low saturated
fat.26

Tissue engineering enables in vitro production by
seeding a scaffold with a few myocytes (i.e., muscle
cells) and multiplying them through cell culture: the
act of promoting cell development in an artificial
medium through chemical and physical stimuli27

(used to regenerate plants28–32). Either cell source
can create products:

(i) Primary cells isolated from the original
tissue or cell lines multiply in two ways: (1)
by induction: teaching cells to multiply end-
lessly (genetic engineering or chemical

Table I. Various aspects of conventional versus artificial meat

Conventional meat Artificial meat

Obtained only by animal butchering Requires butchering only a few animals initially for harvesting stem
cells

No meat quality checks Production under strict meat quality and hygiene checks
High risk of exposure to pesticides Low risk of exposure to pesticides
Does not safeguard animal biodiversity Safeguards animal biodiversity
A lot of waste production Minimal waste production
High water and carbon footprints Low water and carbon footprints
Low initial investment High initial investment
Requires a high number of resources Requires minimal resources
Production limited to the availability of live-
stock

No such limitation

Faces animal welfare and ethical issues Faces regulatory and perceptual issues

Fig. 1. Classification of artificial meat.
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manipulation),33 and (2) by spontaneous
mutations in which the cell demonstrates
immortality34

(ii) Primary cells isolated from native tissue.

While muscle stem cells have garnered the most
attention, others, such as mesenchymal stem cells
(i.e., connective tissue cells of any organ), can grow
in serum-free conditions35–37 due to their higher
proliferation capacity.38 Although embryonic stem
cells (i.e., early-stage embryo cells) multiply contin-
uously, they are more challenging to guide toward a
muscle cell lineage. Additionally, human primary
cell sources are available;39 however, culturing
human tissue for meat production would have
profound ethical, medical, and regulatory
ramifications.

Genetic engineering and biotechnology permit
genome editing: sophisticated inter- and intra-spe-
cies allele (i.e., gene) replacement technologies, to
develop genetically modified organisms (GMOs).40

GMOs can be utilized as food, and are extensively
employed in medicine, research, and the conserva-
tion of existing characteristics. Several GMO
instances in food include transgenic pigs, the man-
ufacturing of cheese, transgenic cows for milk
production, and enviropigs for omega-3 fatty acid
synthesis.41,42 Figure 2 gives an overview of artifi-
cial meat discussed in this paper.

MEAT SUBSTITUTES DERIVED
FROM PLANT-BASED SOURCES

Quorn

Quorn is made from mycoprotein, whose primary
component is Fusarium venenatum, a fungus found
in soil. The fungus is fermented with sugar and
centrifuged to give a batter utilized in various quorn
items. Quorn can assist in lowering blood choles-
terol levels and reducing energy expenditure.43,44

Quorn foods include vegan alternatives of patties,
nuggets, cutlets, steaks, burgers, and prepared
meals like lasagna. Compared to other vegetarian
protein sources, they have no cholesterol, a low
saturated fat content, a healthy fatty acid profile,
and fiber content. Additionally, the amino acid
content of mycoprotein is similar to those of other
vegetarian and animal proteins. Figure 3 describes
the detailed manufacturing process of quorn.45

Soya Meat

Soya meat (also known as textured vegetable pro-
tein) is a soya protein with fibrous consistency
similar to regular meat. It contains more than 50%
protein and makes high-protein grains, nuggets,
and others.

Soya protein products have become popular due to
their low price, good nutritional value, and diver-
sity. There are two significant compounds: soya

Fig. 2. Overview of artificial meat.
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protein concentrate and soya protein isolate. With a
minimum protein level of 65% on a dry weight basis,
soya protein concentrate is an edible protein pro-
duct, while soya protein isolate has a minimum
protein content of 90%.46

Soya meat is made by combining soya protein
with water at 30�C in an extruder for approximately
3 h to eliminate anti-nutrients. The material is
pulped, heated, and denatured to eliminate husk
and to obtain a puffy solid that is later dried. In
order to create a well-texturized structure, the
temperatures in the process section are typically
kept relatively high, around 70�C for 5–8 h.47

Tempeh

Tempeh is the most recognized fermented food,
and is high in nutrients and bioactive compounds.48

Tempeh is produced by soaking and cooking soy-
abeans, to which fungus is later added. After 24 h,
the tempeh will have a nutty taste and a chewy
mushroom texture, which makes patties and other
meat substitutes. Tempeh’s protein content is sig-
nificantly enhanced during fermentation, making it
more digestible than unfermented soyabeans.49

Tempeh is the product of a mixed fermentation
process involving yeasts, molds, various microorgan-
isms, and Gram-negative bacteria, and lactic acid,50

although the dominating constituent is Rhizopus
oligosporus.51 The two processes that manufacture
tempeh from raw soyabeans are described in Fig. 4.52

Tofu

Tofu is a well-known meat substitute made from
soyabeans containing many nutrients like calcium,

iron, and protein. Tofu is made by coagulating soya
milk with CaSO4 or MgCl2, and has approximately
8% protein, 4–5% lipids, 2% carbohydrates, and
about 1% dietary fiber content on a fresh weight
basis.53 Vital vitamins and minerals can be added to
tofu, so that it can provide a variety of nutritional
and physiological benefits.54–56 The manufacturing
procedure is described in Fig. 5.57

Kinema

Kinema is a fermented food that is alkaline and
sticky due to Bacillus fungus being used during
fermentation. On a dry weight basis, kinema has
62% moisture and comprises around 7% ash, 17%
fat, 28% carbohydrate, and 48% protein.58 The
manufacture of kinema is described in Fig. 5.59–62

Seitan

Wheat gluten (also called wheat meat or seitan) is
a popular meat replacement composed of gluten
isolated from wheat. Seitan has a consistency
comparable to meat,63 and is used in vegan substi-
tutes for burgers, sausages, schnitzel, minced meat,
and nuggets. Additionally, most nations have wheat
as an indigenous grain, making seitan production
feasible worldwide.

Seitan is prepared by adjusting the wheat flour
mixture’s water content to between 40 and 80 (w/
w%) to activate the gluten, and then the mixture is
extruded into sheets to remove the starch, leaving
only the gluten. The sheet stretches to impart
directionality to the fiber structure throughout the
process. Finally, with a humidity of around 75% and
a temperature of about 75–120�C, the produced

Fig. 3. The manufacturing process of quorn.
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sheets are dried by heating. After drying, the gluten
is crushed into a powder to obtain the seitan.64

Edamame

Edamame is made from immature soyabeans. The
pods are cooked or steamed before serving with salt
and other seasonings.65 Edamame contains 73%
water, 12% protein, 9% carbs, and 5% fat, and has
121 calories per 100 grams. It is high in protein,
dietary fiber, and minerals like folate, manganese,
and vitamin K. Edamame has 361 mg of omega-3
fatty acids and 1794 mg of omega-6 fatty acids in its
fat composition.66

Green soyabean pods are harvested before they
mature (about 35–40 days after the crop blooms),67

and are boiled, steamed, or microwaved. Before
boiling or steaming, the pods’ ends are chopped off.
Salt is added for flavor by either dissolving it in

boiling water before adding the soyabean pods or
after cooking. Fresh edamame should be consumed
the same day it is harvested, since taste deteriora-
tion can occur in as little as 10 h, and will remain for
3 days in the refrigerator. If the pods are to be kept
fresh, they should be moist to avoid discoloration
and withering.67

Miscellaneous

Sweet lupine seeds may make vegan meat alter-
natives. Meatless (a product of Meatless, Nether-
lands) is composed of lupine or wheat68 in various
forms, flavors, and colors. Many additional meat
substitutes made from lupine are available, but
have not penetrated key market groups.

In the United States, rice burgers and sausages
called risofu (a term formed from the Italian word
for rice, riso, and tofu) were inspired by the Shan
region of Thailand, which produces rice-based tofu.
Risofu combines brown, wild, and white rice to
acquire maximum nutrients.63

The combination of edible oils, thickening agents,
cereals, rice, and algae may serve as a forerunner to
vegan meat substitutes. For example, the Germans
produce remis algen.69 Another example is paneer
or Indian cottage cheese made from cow or buffalo
milk, and is prevalent in the Indian subcontinent
and rich in nutrients.

MASS PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES
FOR PLANT-BASED MEAT ANALOGS

Thermo-Extrusion

Processing techniques aim to construct plant-
based or whole-muscle meat alternatives with the
feel of real meat.70,71 Thermo-extrusion is a fre-
quently used method due to its low cost, energy
efficiency, adaptability, and excellent productivity.
It is the primary processing method employed to
convert plant proteins into structured fibrils for
later meat substitute products. Thermo-extrusion
may be low-, intermediate-, and high-moisture
extrusions.72

Thermo-extrusion (Fig. 6) is a multipurpose pro-
cedure that includes expansion, shaping, heating,
deaeration, homogenization, compression, shearing,
hydration, and mixing. At elevated temperatures
(140–180�C) and moderate to high moisture concen-
trations (40–80%), extrusion is carried out through
a complicated shearing process by texturizing the
protein and later forming fiber structures.73 These
circumstances allow precise control over the product
expansion and protein gelation, batter shape, fat
emulsification, and particle restructuring.74 The
extrusion process results in the micro-coagulation
and fibrillation of protein components.

High-Temperature Conical Shear Cell

The high-temperature conical shear cell is a cone-
in-cone device with a movable base cone. The space

Fig. 4. The manufacturing process of tempeh.
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between the two cones is sealed to stop steam from
escaping during heating, with temperatures rang-
ing from 95 to 140�C.75 The method produces fibrils
by combining pea protein–wheat gluten and soya
protein–wheat gluten. The mixture is heated con-
tinuously for 15 min, and then cooled to 25�C. The
foods are kept at room temperature for at least 1 h
to create structurally stable fibers while enclosed in
a plastic bag. Soya protein blends treated at 110�C
and 120�C have a mechanical strength equivalent to
chicken meat, whereas pea protein blends at 140�C
have comparable strength to soya protein blends.76

CULTURED MEAT PRODUCTION

This section discusses the feasibility of using
tissue and genetic engineering methods to create
edible animal meat and offering distinct environ-
mental and social advantages over regular meat.
Since cultured meat production is not butchered, it
is feasible to have meat alternatives in a range of
chicken, beef, and fish varieties, and later expanded
to other options.7 This topic is of interest to engi-
neers because cultured meat production is a

Fig. 5. The manufacturing process of tofu and kinema.
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practical application of tissue and genetic engineer-
ing, with fewer significant technological difficulties
than many clinical applications.

Skeletal muscle tissue constitutes the majority of
edible animal meat. Using skeletal muscle tissue
engineering methods to generate edible meat goes
back decades, although few have researched it
seriously.77 In vitro manufacturing approaches
may be broadly classified into scaffold-based and
self-organizing strategies.

Proliferating myoblasts (i.e., skeletal stem cells),
seeding them to a scaffold or carriers like a collagen
meshwork, and then perfusing them with a culture
medium in a fixed or rotating bioreactor, are all part
of the scaffold-based technique. When exposed to
various environmental stimuli, these cells fuse into
myotubes and eventually differentiate into myofi-
bers.78 Myofibers produced through this process
may subsequently be cooked and eaten like meat. A
scaffold-based technique may be appropriate for
boneless meals like hamburgers or sausages; how-
ever, it is incompatible with the manufacture of
highly defined meats like steaks.79

Benjaminson et al.5 employed the self-organizing
approach and were the first scientists to use tissue-
engineered approaches for meat production. They
cultivated goldfish skeletal muscle explants for 7
days in varied circumstances, and discovered an
increase in its surface area from 5.2% to 13.8%.
When explants were placed in a culture containing
goldfish skeletal muscle cells, their surface area
increased by 79%. Explants benefited from having
all the cells that comprise muscle suitably closely
resembling the in vivo structure. However, the

absence of blood circulation in these explants pre-
cludes significant development since cells become
necrotic when isolated from a source of nutrients.

Meat from genetically modified organisms and
cloned animals also qualify as cultured meat.
Genetically modified organisms have their genes
altered through genetic engineering to contain DNA
from another organism. This technique is exten-
sively used to generate crops modified to be advan-
tageous compared with their counterparts.40

Animal cloning is a complex process to produce
species with the exact genetic traits of its parent. So
far, sheep, pigs, goats, cattle, and rabbits have been
cloned but never consumed.80

IN-VITRO MEAT PRODUCTION
TECHNIQUES

Scaffolding Technique

Separating embryonic myoblasts from agricul-
tural animals such as cattle, sheep, and pigs, and
allowing them to develop in a stationary or rotating
bioreactor using a plant-derived growth medium,
would be required for a scaffold-based in vitro meat
production system. These cells would divide and
redivide for weeks or months, eventually transform-
ing into muscle fibers on a scaffold within the
bioreactor.78,81

A large-scale bioreactor capable of mass culturing
meat has yet to be designed and built.4 Muscle
creation requires using a circulatory system to
provide nutrients and oxygen to growing cells or
fibers while eliminating metabolic waste. Although
tiny pieces of muscle obtain sufficient nutrients and

Fig. 6. Thermo-extrusion processing of meat.
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oxygen through diffusion, cultured muscles with
built-in blood arteries for oxygen and nutrition
supply have not been developed.82

Although several cell culture methods are already
accessible, the most challenging step in producing
in vitro meat is identifying the optimal culture
medium composition. The medium should be inex-
pensive, made entirely of food-grade components,
widely accessible in large quantities, and effective
in maintaining and encouraging muscle cell devel-
opment, proliferation, and differentiation.4 Figure 7
describes the outline of the scaffolding technique of
in vitro meat production.

Culture Media and Growth Factors

A culture medium should sustain and encourage
development while readily accessible, inexpensive,
and edible. Media with nutrients like amino acids,
fatty acids, vitamins, trace minerals, and extracel-
lular vesicles are essential for cell growth. Along
with antibiotic/antimitotic combinations, certain
cultures need an embryo extract.83,84

Muscle cells are the primary source of insulin-like
growth factor 1 and are necessary to generate
in vitro meat. Scientists often increase myoblast
differentiation and fusion by lowering mitogenic
growth factor levels. Proliferating cells subse-
quently start generating insulin-like growth factor
2, which causes differentiation and the formation of
myotubes.85 Although a certain proportion of
growth factors, inhibitors, and metabolic modera-
tors are involved, it is often unclear which serum
components are primarily responsible for cell
growth.86

Similar to the culture medium, the scaffold com-
position is related to in vitro meat production.
Numerous biomaterials, both synthetic and ani-
mal-derived, have been tested. As animal-derived
scaffolding, like collagen, closely matches the orig-
inal in vivo micro-environment, differentiated myo-
blasts choose to align, compress, and form a muscle
fiber.87 The most successful efforts to generate
in vitro meat have employed collagen-based scaf-
folds,88 whereas efforts to employ synthetic bioma-
terials have encountered difficulties in contracting
the tissue.89

Bioreactor

The importance of a bioreactor layout in tissue
regeneration has been discussed previously.90,91

Static bioreactors have been extensively utilized
and entail seeding cells on a scaffold, followed by
adding suitable growth media and culturing in an
incubator. In vitro meat production will need the
development of novel bioreactors capable of stimu-
lating tissue growth and maintaining low shear and
uniform perfusion at high volumes. Rotating biore-
actors have been used extensively in skeletal muscle
tissue engineering research.

The bioprocess is divided into four stages: cell
multiplication, differentiation of cells, product pro-
duction, and waste valorization. The complexity of
the environment in which muscle cells proliferate
and differentiate distinguishes in vitro meat bio-
processing from existing bioprocesses.92

The rotating wall vessel bioreactor spins at a rate
that balances centrifugal force, drag force, and
gravity force, and submerges the three-dimensional

Fig. 7. Scaffolding technique.
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culture in the medium, assisting in developing
tissue with a comparable structure to that found
in vivo.93 The biomechanical forces help create a
laminar flow of the medium, which improves diffu-
sion and achieves a high mass transfer rate with a
low shear stress level.

Direct perfusion bioreactors are another type
better suited to scaffold-based cultivation. The
medium in this scenario runs via a porous scaffold,
and gas exchange occurs in an external fluid loop.94

This kind of bioreactor has a high mass transfer
rate and significantly low shear stress.

Self-Organizing Technique

A more ambitious method for producing highly
structured in vitro meat is to use explanted animal
muscle tissue. It includes the creation of self-
organized muscle tissue79 or the in vitro prolifera-
tion of existing muscle tissue.5

Benjaminson et al.5 investigated whether homol-
ogous adult muscle tissue cells could bind and grow
on a substrate. Slices of goldfish tissue were
chopped and centrifuged to make pellets, and were
put in Petri plates with a nutrition mixture and
cultivated for 7 days. Benjaminson et al. examined a
range of growth media (including fetal bovine
serum, fish meal extract, and several mushroom
extracts) to understand how each aided in develop-
ing explant muscle tissue, and identify possible
substitutes for fetal bovine serum. After 2 weeks in
culture, 81% of 48 cultures revealed tissue adhesion
to the culture vessel, 63% displayed self-healing,
and 74% displayed cell proliferation. When fetal
bovine serum was utilized as the nutritional
medium, the explanted tissue increased by around
14% and by more than 13% when maitake mush-
room extract was utilized. After a week in a culture
containing goldfish skeletal muscle cells, the surface
area of the explants increased by 79%. The explants
and newly formed tissue resembled fresh fish fillets,
and were marinated in olive oil and garlic and deep-
fried before being submitted to a sensory panel for
evaluation. The sensory panel reported that the
explants and newly grown tissue looked and smelled
edible.95–97

Li et al.98 established a protocol for the isolation
and proliferation of porcine muscle cells. The mus-
cles were cut into small pieces, centrifuged to isolate
the cells and make pellets, which were placed in
Petri dishes to proliferate using a growth medium of
fetal bovine serum and penicillin–streptomycin, and
a differentiation medium of horse serum. The
proliferation assessment shows around 70% prolif-
eration in a week.

Recently, Wang et al.99 harvested goat skeletal
muscle cells and proliferated them up to 80% using
a growth medium of fetal bovine serum and a
differentiation medium of horse serum. The above
studies prove the potency of fetal bovine serum and
horse serum in proliferating muscle cells. Research

is required to establish protocols using the reagents
against various animal muscle cells for in vitro meat
production using the self-organizing technique.

3D/4D Organ or Bio-Printing

Three-dimensional (3D) or four-dimensional (4D)
organ or bioprinting (Fig. 8) is based on conven-
tional printing principles. Computer-aided design
(CAD) software is used to create the prototype of the
bio-product. Cells are sprayed onto gels according to
CAD, and, on culturing, the cells fuse to form the
bio-product, which can have the basic cellular
structure and vascularization to deliver blood.100–

102

3D bioprinting is one of the most effective and
appealing techniques for creating functionally and
anatomically identical organs or tissues for regen-
erative tissue and organ therapeutic applications. It
accurately deposits biomaterials and various cell
types into a single 3D tissue architecture. 4D
printing, which employs comparable technology,
extends 3D printing and adds another dimension
of alteration over time. The target organs or tissues
are sensitive to humidity and temperature, and this
technique is utilized to repair muscle, bone, and
cardiovascular tissues.103

In 2021, Aleph Farms, in collaboration with The
Technion, Israel Institute of Technology, success-
fully cultivated the world’s first rib-eye steak using
3D bioprinting. It possesses fat similar to regular
meat and is claimed to be tender and juicy. The
company also states it will be able to produce any
kind of meat with the technology in the future.104

Biophotonics

Biophotonics is a new process that uses laser light
to bind particles together. It produces ‘‘optical
matter’’ in the form of desired structures, in which
material can be deposited and held together until
the light is removed. The material held can combine
to form a new solid structure. The mechanics of this
extraordinary property of light is still poorly
understood.

The novel technology may manufacture meat if
the muscle cells can fuse, and could instill features
such as fat easily, compared to other techniques.
Biophotonics could be an alternative to hold cells
instead of adopting conventional scaffolding tech-
niques.101 To date, red blood cells and hamster
ovaries have been created using biophotonics.105

Nanotechnology

Nanotechnology aims to design a molecule-sized
robot capable of manipulating matter on an atomic
level that can create nearly any material from the
start by assembling the molecules precisely. This
could apply to producing meat, although this is
financially and technologically unfeasible at the
time.101
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Nanotechnology could preserve meat without
reducing nutrients and extend shelf life.106,107 To
improve male fertility, selective breeding can be
achieved by isolating viable sperms through mag-
netic nanoselection, whose application could extend
to animals.108 Nanodevices, coupled with anti-mi-
crobial particles, can track genuity, expiry date of
meat products, and meat spoilage, and provide safe
standards.109–111

Nanotechnology offers great potential, and future
attempts in meat production will need to overcome
the limits of current approaches by developing
edible and inexpensive cultured cells, scaffolds,
culture media, and growth hormones.

GENETICALLY MODIFIED ORGANISMS
AND CLONED ANIMALS

Genetically modified organisms may be consid-
ered the third class of artificial meat. Despite their
similarities, animals whose genomes have been
changed purposely in a laboratory should be con-
sidered artificial.

Cloned animals are the fourth class of artificial
meat. Cloning is just a scientifically aided approach
to producing identical descendants. As it is a man-
made procedure, the meat may be seen as artificial.

Genetic modification of animals has been dis-
cussed previously,40 and it may mitigate the envi-
ronmental effect of conventional meat production.
Although feasible theoretically and has been tested,
no genetically engineered animals have been autho-
rized for human consumption.

Animal cloning allows the spreading of existing
genetics by increasing the number of animals with a
specific genotype and cutting carbon emissions.112

Cloning animals with good genetics could

complement other strategies like genetic manipula-
tion, but might have some negative consequences
relating to animal conservation. However, the
cloning process is not without defects, with some
acquiring deformities, such as large/abnormal off-
spring syndrome and immature deaths directly
resulting from the cloning technology.22

A colossal challenge in the industrial uptake of
GMOs is their licensing. Although taming geneti-
cally modified animals has been a subject of recent
research, the idea’s critical reception has been
hostile and has not yet been approved.113,114 Such
impediments negatively affect investment returns,
although no significant infrastructure investment is
needed to farm genetically modified livestock. The
significant cost involved is disseminating the pro-
duct within the population.115

NUTRITIONAL VALUE

Any in vitro meat product must at least meet the
nutritional content of regular meat to compete in
the market. Along with a high protein level and
complete amino acid profile, regular meat has
various additional beneficial elements, including
vitamins, minerals, and bioactive substances.116

The growth medium must be supplied with nutri-
ents not produced by muscle cells. For example,
vitamin B12 is produced exclusively by certain gut-
colonizing bacteria and found exclusively in regular
meat. To be present in an in vitro meat product,
vitamin B12 created commercially would need to be
supplied. Iron is plentiful in regular meat in the
heme form, which is present in myoglobin and
hemoglobin.117 Ferric ions associated with transfer-
rin (a blood-plasma protein) will probably need to be
added to the culture medium to provide iron in an

Fig. 8. 3D/4D organ or bio-printing technique
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accessible form to the muscle cell mitochondria to be
incorporated into heme, resulting in the synthesis of
myoglobin.118 However, transferrin levels will need
to be controlled to avoid excessive amounts of free
ferric or ferrous ions, promoting the formation of
harmful reactive oxygen species.119 Myoglobin con-
centrations in the muscle cells are to be kept low
until a significant population of myotubes is created,
which might also assist in calculating the optimal
growth time necessary before harvesting in vitro
meat.120

PRODUCTIONS COSTS AND MARKET SIZE

Compared to a $1 beef hamburger that can be
made in no time, the first in vitro hamburger in
2013 cost over $300,000 and took 2 years to
develop.7 Ever since, production technologies have
developed immensely to reduce costs and commer-
cialize in the future. Table II describes the recently
predicted production costs by companies around the
world.

The estimated global market for cultured meat
will be $214 million by 2025 and $593 million by
2032,121 with entrepreneurs aggressively establish-
ing start-ups. However, its market falls short of
plant-based analogs, whose value was estimated to
be $4.6 billion in 2018 and $85 billion in 2030.122

Bryant et al.123 asked participants about their
willingness to replace regular meat with cultured
meat in their diet, and 64.6% of participants were
willing to try cultured meat, 49.1% were willing to
buy it regularly, and 48.5% were ready to replace
regular meat in their diet. However, this study is
contradicted by Hocquette et al.,124 where the
majority were not willing to buy cultured meat.
Similarly, studies by Bekker et al.125 and Verbeke
et al.126 showed positive results, whereas partici-
pants in other studies by Verbeke et al.15,127 and
Siegrist et al.128 were less optimistic. The studies
were conducted in different countries and with
participants from different cultures and back-
grounds. When these and similar other studies are
put together, the key to boosting cultured meat’s

market size is revealed: science-backed advertising!
Cultured meat’s acceptance will vary across cul-
tures, genders, and most importantly, depending
upon people’s awareness. Cultured meat pioneers
must focus on sharing information and building
trust in consumers. Knowledge is power!

REGULATORY PATHWAYS

Food regulatory pathways ensure safety for con-
sumers, and cultured meat products are likely to be
regularized as novel foods. Schneider141 and Pete-
tin142 argued that regulations were inadequate at
the time of writing to deal with the technology
without significant improvement in the United
States and European Union, respectively. Schneider
believes that conventional meat is not a natural
version of in vitro meat, and the appropriate
regulation depends upon the production technique.
Petetin speculates on the benefits of the 2013 draft,
of which a version was approved by the European
Union removing equivalence considerations existing
in previous regulations. However, she argued that
genetically modified organism products are not
cultured meat, which the European Union adopted
in 2015 instead of regulating these type of prod-
ucts.34 It is vital to establish that all cultured meat
is of animal origin, although animal cells are only a
tiny proportion of the total materials. On accep-
tance, the regulation would involve many organiza-
tions, including livestock, the environment, food,
and local authorities.

The use of the word ‘meat’ is debated; a belief
exists that the word is meant to come from a real
animal, and the use of the word for laboratory
technology is misuse and causes confusion. If so,
should cultured meat be called ‘meat’? If not, what
should it be called that would not distance itself
from conventional meat? The answer is likely to
differ between countries and interests!

A potential food fraud: attempts to sell cultured
meat as regular meat and vice-versa, could lead to
many regulatory concerns. Also, the possibilities of
mislabeling products and producing meat from non-

Table II. Recently predicted in vitro production costs of various meat by companies

Name Country Focus Claimed costs Year Reference

Clear meat India Poultry $10.77–11.44 2020 129
Eat just United States Meat $50/nugget 2020 130
Future meat Technologies Israel Meat $10/lb 2020 131
Higher steaks United Kingdom Pork $’Thousands’/kg 2020 132
Mirai foods Switzerland Beef $’Small car’/kg 2020 133
Mosa meat Netherlands Beef ‘889 cheaper’ 2020 134
Shiok meats Singapore Shrimp $300/piece 2020 135
Supermeat Israel Poultry $35/burger 2020 136
Aleph farms Israel Beef Over $3,000/kg 2019 137
Biotech foods Spain Pork $100/kg 2019 138
IntegriCulture, Inc. Japan Duck or goose liver $170–1700/kg 2019 139
Vow Australia Kangaroo $1350/kg 2019 140
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livestock species (human, dangerous animals,
insects, etc.) could lead to serious health issues as
research reports that consuming cancerous in vitro
cell lines may transfer DNA.143,144 Evidence of
cultured meat being safe long term is minimal, as
it is challenging to foresee possible risks.

Cultured meat is subject to scientific uncertainty:
it might have positive and negative consequences.
The danger of cultured meat being potentially toxic
and having irreversible consequences affects its
market. In contrast, delaying commercialization
would also attract doubt.145 The technology also
lacks a protocol for choosing the right type of cells,
and currently relies only on stem cells or precursor
cells for meat production.

Currently, regulatory frameworks are unclear
and in progress. Various regulatory approvals are
required, backed by research, before cultured meat
hits the market for the public.

CHALLENGES AND PROSPECTS

Although artificial meat offers distinct benefits
over conventional meat, several ambiguities over its
acceptability, manufacturing costs, and societal
acceptance persist. Also, popular cultured meat
production techniques possess drawbacks that hin-
der their use in specific applications. Table III
describes the advantages and disadvantages of the
cultured meat production techniques mentioned in
this paper.

In contrast to conventional meat, artificial meat is
colorless. Consumers do not appreciate this signif-
icant disparity. Natural colors like sugar beet or
saffron may be added,146 and, as previously dis-
cussed, including heme present in myoglobin and
hemoglobin proteins can add nutritional value but
also impart a red color to cultured meat, making it
resemble red meat. Another drawback is the
absence of texture. Transglutaminase may improve
the texture, although it establishes odd chemical
linkages and creates non-conventional amino acids.
However, these compounds may be not be digested

and so present a threat to human health. Thus,
more research is required to elucidate involving
transglutaminase in artificial meat.

Production costs remain high, particularly serum
from animal blood, which is required to enhance
in vitro cell development. So far, all trials on in vitro
meat have been conducted on a small-scale meat
production basis; energy expenses are considerably
reduced in laboratories when a tiny bioreactor is
used. However, it is unclear how large-scale man-
ufacturing might affect the end products’ prices and
time to market. Humbird147 estimates the market
price for premium quality in vitro meat to be a
minimum of $50/kg, whereas large-scale batch
processes using low-cost media could provide meat
under $25/kg.

Livestock is responsible for a significant propor-
tion of greenhouse gas emissions. A potential benefit
of cultured meat is its help in reducing methane
emissions. Cattle farming releases methane, carbon
dioxide, and nitrous oxide, whereas in vitro meat
releases carbon dioxide primarily due to the use of
fossil energy.148 However, Mattick et al.149 incon-
clusively contradicts this analogy, whereas Lynch
et al.150 state that global warming may reduce
initially, but not long term as carbon dioxide stays
in the atmosphere.

In vitro meat will need less land than conven-
tional meat production, although this would not be
advantageous as livestock are vital in maintaining
soil fertility. However, energy resources (electricity,
fossil fuel, etc.) requirements will increase on large-
scale production. Therefore, production techniques
utilizing natural energy resources like solar, wind,
hydrothermal, geothermal, biofuel, and tidal energy
are to be developed, replacing preceding
approaches.

Since cultured meat is a technical product, it
cannot be assumed that the present customer views
it as natural, and is likely the most significant
disadvantage. Other concerns include the dangers
of consuming untested materials, the possibility of
misusing technological advances to culture human

Table III. Advantages and disadvantages of cultured meat production techniques

Technique Advantage Disadvantage

Scaffolding Control at each step of tissue
development

Incapable of producing highly structured
meat

Self-organizing Produces highly structured meat Difficult to change the outcome during the
process

3D/4D bioprinting Easy, software-assisted technology Only a few biomaterials available for
consumption

Biophotonics Holds materials together using
light

Technology is in its infancy

Nanotechnology Uses a molecular bottom–up ap-
proach

Technology is in its infancy

Genetically modified organisms/cloned
animals

Produces exact copy of the parent Regulatory and customer perception hur-
dles
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muscle tissue resulting in victimless cannibalism,
people undervaluing cultured meat, disgust towards
cultured meat (the ’yuck’ factor), and many more.151

Although mass production techniques for plant-
based meat analogs have been developed, in vitro
meat is non-equivalent to conventional meat with-
out similar texture, flavor, and nutritional content.
Currently, the product does not meet consumers’
expectations, making mass production an aspect for
future discussion. Therefore, the in vitro meat
industry is in its infancy, requiring procedures to
be optimized through extensive research and chal-
lenges relating to cost, perception, nutrition, flavor,
texture, energy consumption, environmental
impact, and availability being addressed before
mass production can become a reality.

The societal challenges surrounding cultured
meat have been framed primarily in ethics and
consumer acceptability. However, they are insuffi-
ciently broad for investigating politics, which will
benefit society and address genuine concerns and
barriers.

Academic ethical literature provides compelling
arguments favoring cultured meat, especially when
a philosophical approach is used.152 Typically, these
focus on a successful cultured meat system’s envi-
ronmental and animal welfare advantages. While
some say that making cultured meat is a moral
obligation, others suggest that vegetarianism may
be preferable.153,154 Negative perspectives suggest
that cultured meat perpetuates the present
fetishization of meat, and, because of its high cost,
may result in a guilt-free meat-eating elite operat-
ing at the expense of the poor.155 Others have voiced
concerns about the notion as a whole, claiming that
resorting to biotechnology to address ethical quan-
daries is damaging, and that cultured meat is a
dreadful illustration of the decontextualization and
molecularization of viability.156

A second significant area of research has been the
public’s perceptions of cultured meat. Occasionally,
a few limit this to a question of consumer accept-
ability. However, this issue should be phrased
generally, to include more political and personal
opinions, ambiguities, and adverse effects of the
societal ramifications of cultured meat. Existing
research on attitudes toward cultured meat uses
several approaches, but they all agree on one point:
they discover a spectrum of perspectives ranging
from highly supportive to highly hostile, with many
in between. According to social media analyses and
comments on news stories on cultured meat, the
seeming unnaturalness of cultured meat may be a
source of disagreement.

While these ethical and consumer acceptability
concerns are critical, it is also critical to expand the
understanding of cultured meat to include the
associated political, social, and institutional ramifi-
cations. These concerns are mutually reinforcing,
and they must be examined concurrently. Numer-
ous arguments favoring cultured meat and other

substitute proteins have stressed their ability to
disrupt and mitigate the adverse effects of conven-
tional animal agriculture. However, up to now,
cultured meat has lived only in promissory tales
rather than in actual, material forms. It is unknown
what the future of cultured meat will look like, what
inputs will be needed, or their environmental and
ethical footprints.

CONCLUSION

Artificial meat technologies are advancing at a
breakneck pace to increase customer expectations
for health, environmental sustainability, and ani-
mal welfare. The manufacture of small-scale cul-
tured meat products of edible quality should shortly
be feasible, although large-scale production still
seems challenging and is likely to take time, even if
possible. Artificial intelligence-assisted cultured
meat production seems to be one of the potential
answers. It is impossible to close the demand–
supply imbalance via traditional meat production
with the rising demand for meat. Cultured meat
production should be pushed to supply customers
with environmentally friendly and disease-free
meat.

At the moment, the only products generally
accessible to customers are meat substitutes made
from plant proteins. While traditional meat produc-
tion involving animals is unlikely to be phased out,
the sector will encounter a complex commercial and
regulatory climate, resulting in industry-wide
changes.

Despite its current hefty price, cultured meat’s
manufacturing costs will likely fall soon. Product-
oriented advertising will be more successful in
attracting consumers to this unique product than
emphasizing the advantages of the manufacturing
process. However, cultured meat will not compete
with alternative meat replacements, such as plant-
based foods, currently on the market, and have a
lower consumer acceptance rate.

This unique product has significant obstacles
ahead, with societal acceptability and manufactur-
ing costs at the forefront before becoming a com-
mercial reality. Numerous technologies are not yet
suitable for commercial use and are battling regu-
latory laws. Although cultured meat attracts ani-
mal rights activists, a few animals must still be
killed to gather their cells. Extensive research,
support, and investment from government author-
ities and industries are needed to translate artificial
meat into a large-scale industry and to replace
conventional meat production.
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